When you need a really big door

When it comes to commercial steel sectional doors, sometimes bigger is just what you need. Which is why ASSA ABLOY AU2042 and AU2742 2" thick polyurethane doors are now available up to 40’2” wide. These doors are just perfect for agricultural and other large machinery storage applications.

- Available in height and width combinations up to 2200 pounds total door weight without requiring a standard dual shaft or center cable pick-ups
- Specially designed, 8” trusses have extremely high strength-to-mass ratios so they are light weight and very strong
- Proprietary hinge saddle 5/8” roller carrier system segregates hinge and roller carrier loads minimizing stress on the end hinges
- 5/8” long stem rollers provide superior strength and long life
- Designed to handle up to 90MPH wind pressures